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Academic R&D Expenditures Continue
Real GroiNth Into 1977

Thiskort contains the findings of NSF's Survey o(Sclentific and Engineering Expenditures
Universities and Colleges. FY 1977. The sUrvey was mailed to 539 universities and colleges including al
graduate-degree-granting institutions and all others that spent $50,000 or more for RADisctivities.
Estimates made by NSF staff for nonrespondent institutions represent less than 2 percent of total
academic RAD spending.

Armament Highlights

Beginning in 1975, both federal and non-Federal
academic R&D support, when discounted 4or inflation,
showed real growth, 2 percent and 3 Orcent per year,

, respectiyely, bringing ihe levels of constant-dollar
c. expeeditures in 1977 slightly above the previous 1973

peak.
.

- Since-the federal Goverment prOvides more than
two7thirds of university itt4D support, its budgetary
decisions for the 1977-79 period proviçies a reasonably
accurate basis for estimating future levels of overall
academic R&D expenditures. These indicators point to
continuous growth in academic R&D activities which will
probabty extend at least through fiscal year 1974. This
growth trend follows a period of very little real-dollar
increases during the first half of the decade.

,

Two other indicators of R&D activity have shown
growth, pointing to an increase in academic R&D
'endeavors during the enties. The numberof academic
scientists and engin engaged primarily in R&D has
averaged moderate b steady growth (2 percent per
year) since 1970, as has' the utilizatton of graduate
research assistants, which has increased 3.5 percent iltr
year since 1974.

I

Basic research spending by universities and colleges
totaled $2.8 billion in 1977, a 3-percent real increase over
1976 levels, representing the first significant growth in the
conduct of fundamental research since 1972. (

I

A funding shift toward the conduct of more applied P
research was:evident during the seventies as Federal
agencies increased support of research projects directed
toward specific outcomes. It should be noted, however,
that there was also a simultaneous and as yet unexplained

movement toward applied research funding from non-
Federal sources. The overall effect is apparent when the
1970 distribution between basic and applied research, 77
percent and 18 percent, respectively, is compared to the
1977 distribution, percent and 26 percent.

Industrial suppo for academic research, a subject of
much recent discuksi n, has since 1970 shown marked
increases amounting to an average of 6 perceht per year
real growth. The total amount of such suppott, however,
represents only 3 percent of the total amount devkted to
R&D by universities and colleges.

Data Highlights

AçØerfikT&D expenditures totaled $4.1 billiori in
1 , mincrefse of 9 percent over the 1976 level. When
converted to constant dollars to discount the effeCts of
inflation, R&D expenditures actually increased 2percent
between 197¢ and 177.1 Between 1970 and 1977 the
growth' rate in academic R&D spending averaged 1.5
percent per year In real terms, slightly ahead of total U.S.
R&D vending which rose at an average rate of only 1
percent per year during this period.

Universities performed 52 percent of all the basic
research conducted in the U.S. in 1977, approximately
the same share as in 4970 (including the 8 percent
reported by university-administered FFRDC's).

Federal agencies provided more than two-thirds of
the tokal in 1977; however, this share has declined
somewhat since 1970, when it amounted to.71 percent.

In the &since of a reliable RID cost Index. the Iron national producs (GNP)
Implicit price deflator misused to mewed current dollars to constant 1972dollars. the
GNP deflator can only indicate approximate Chanits In costs of Rilt3 performance.

Prepared in University end Nonprofit institutions Studies GrodP, Division of Selene* Nesourose Studies,



Sourtes of Sqfport

yniversities provide both the sped skills and
enVironment for basic research. For this re son, and in
recognition of its role in fostering basic research, the
Federal Government provided more than two-thirds of
all acriemic R&D funds. In 1977 these funds totaled $2.7
billion. As a result of the substantial Federal involvement,
changes in the pattern of Federal R&D support influence
the overall focus of R&D activity within the academic
sector. Furthermore, in most of the major science and
engineering (S/E) fields Federal support comes primarily
from one or two agencies. and changes that occur in
funding patterns of such agencies can have a significant
impact upon those fields where an agency's funds tend to
be concentrated.

The federally sponsored share of total R&D activities at
universities and colleges has been gradually declining
during the seventies, mote as a result of a relatively rapid
rise in non-Federal R&D support than a deliberate shift in
Federal funding policy. While in real terms Federal
academic R&D funds actually remained stable between
1970 and 1974, other sources of this support were
expanding at an average annual rate of 4 percent per
year. Beginning in 1975, however, increases in federal
funds started to be comparable to those in non-Federal
funds. The pattern of Federal support, e.g., the heavy
concentration of research in the life sciences and
significant increases in Federal support in this area, can
be traced to agency priorities, but the reasons for the
steady growth shown among non-Federal sources are not
clear (chart 1).
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Industrial funding of academic R&D efforts has grown
at the most rapid pace of all R&D sources, averaging 6
percent per year in real terms since 1970. Since industrial
support accounts for only 3 percent of academic R&D
total, however, changes in its support patterns have a
minimal impact. Of greater significance, academic
institutions fftwe increased the use of their own funds
e.g., unrestricted endowment and tuition incometo
finance R&D projects. As a result, ihe institutional share
of non-Federal R&D support has risen from 10percent in
1970 to 13 percent in 1977 and has grown at an average

- 'rate of 11 percent per year in real dollars.

Character of Work

In 1977a)ademic basie research spending totaled $2.7
billion an accOunted for seventh-tenths of this sector's
R&D spending. More than one-half of the Nation's basic
research performed since 1970 has come from the
academic settor.2

During the seventies a shift toward more applied
research was observed in academic R&D funding trends.
(chart 2). A large part of this shift was the result Of
increased support by.Federal agencies ctisected toward
research aimed avroducing specific outcomes. There
was a similar, though unexplained movement toward

-4 applied research funding from non-Federal sources.
Between 1970 and 1977, academic applied research
increased at an average rate of 14 percent per year
compared to 6.5 percent for' basic research.

As a result of growing concern over this shift from basic
research, federal budgets for 1977 and 1978 showed
significant Increases, 19 percent and 14percent, respec-
tively, in basic reselrch funding; aculemic research
expenditures3 in 1978 and 1979 are expected to reflect
these increases.

'National Science Foundation. National Patterns of R&D Resources. 1953.-78-79
tiISF 78-313) in press.

'National Science Foundation, Detallect ,Statlillcal Tables. Federal funds for
Research and Development, ascii years 1977, 1978, and 1979,Volume 'ay!! (NSF 78-
312) (Washington, D.C. 20550,1970).
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Mid of Sefonce

R&D expenditures rose in all major fields of science
and engineering in 1977, expanding at the fastest rates in
the mathematical and computer sciences, up 23 percent,
and entineering, up IS percent. Because ot the major
role of the Federal Governmenein sponsoring academic
R&D efforis, it is not surprising that expanding Federal
support is chiefly responsible for these grOwth patterns.
Federal support (primarily from NSF and DOD) increased
in the mathematical and computer sciences and
engineering by 19 percent and 16 percent, respectively
(chart 3). .

An analysis of various fields of science and engineering
between 1970 and 1977 shows two emerging patterns:
Academic R&D expenditures have become increasingly
concentrated in the life and environmental sciences,
primarily; as a result of Federal interest in biomedical and
ecological programs; and, the gradually diminishing
Federal share of R&D nding in universities and
colleges was felt in all ajor S/E fields :xcept the
environmental sciences, w ere it actually increased. The
drop in the proportion of Federal R&D funds was most
acute in engineering.

20 1:\ading R&D Perfbrmers ,
There were no new entries into the leading 20 R&D

performers, and all 20 institutions reported increases in
both total and federally supported R&D spending. The
University of Vyisconsin at Madison and the
Massachusetts institute of Technology continued to rank
first and second witsh over $100 million each in total R&D
performance.

Institutional Control

Both publicly and privately controlled universities and\
colleges reported real-R&D growth between 1976 and
1977, with expenditures .rising 3 percent In constant
dollars in public institutions and 1 percent in private
schools. Thrbughout the seventies, however, R&D
spending has expanded in public uniVersities and
colleges, growing at an average of 3 percent per year,
while declining 1 percent per year in private institutions.
Publi universities and colleges have increased, their
shar of the total academic R&D effort to 65 percent in
!art coMpared to 59 percent in 1970. This trend is also
reflected in the distribution of Federal R&D funds-
public schoOls received a 'larger share.of Federal R&D
monies, 59 percent in 1977, comPared to 53 percent in
1970. A recent study of financial conditions in private
institutions of higher educatioXteported that the relative
decline in. Federal funding rnlq coptribute to adverse
financial conditions in independent R&D performers in
the future.4

'W. lohn Minter and HoTorard R. 1Wwin. Independent Highorldueonon, foOrth
Annual Ropurt On Financial and Educational Tronds in t Inciapondenl Sector of
*twit-an Milne Education: WI (Washin(ton, D.C. National Association of
independent Colleges and Universities. luly 19711),
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Twenty universities reportincthe largest amounts of R&D

expenditures In the :tient-rts and engineering: fY 17
[Dollars in thousands]

Institution

Total Federal

1977

Percent
change,
1976-77 1977

Percent
change,
1976-77

Total, all institutions 94,064,220 8.9 52,716,767 8.6

Total, leading 20 institutions 1,423,180 7.3 1,031,197 7.9

I. Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison 101,536 5.6 33,386 2.9
2. MIT 102,043 8.2 85,066 11.0
3. Univ. oltallf. Sen Diego 87.636 6.5 78,719 6.8
4. Univ. of Minnesota . , 82.679 10,1 48,409 7.3
3. Univ. of Mkhigan 79,922 1.0 30,908 3.4
I. Univ. of WashiNton 77,737 13.9 66,066 21.4
7. Stanford Univ. 77.019 5.9 71,11k 6.2
S. Harvard Univ. 73,301 12.2 33,41Ir
9. Columbia Unlv, 73,948 8.9 56,973 10.1

10, Cornell Units 71,346 7.8 45,895 9.9
11. Univ. of Pennsylvania 70,721 1.3 47.313 2.6
12. Univ. of Callf.-Serkehay 70,148 3.2 50,197 2.6
13. Univ. of Calif.-Los Angeles 69,277 10:3 35.936 9.4
14. Johns Hopkins Univ. 61,858 8.0 90,445 3.8
13. Univ. of Chicago 59,332 7.7 46,109 7.7
16. Univ. of Illinois-Urbana 59,320 4.1 40,338 3.3
17. Univ. of Rochelle, 33,129 14.0 33.302 9.0
I& Texas A S M thaw 51,810 10.2 21,737 22.1
.19. Univ. of Texas-Austin 49,699 6.1 30,118 10.3
20 Univ. of Callf.-San Francisco 49,677 3.9 41,220 1.2

Total, ail other institution-% 2.641,040 9.9 1,685,370 . 9.1

: SOURCE: National Science Foundation

a



Funding for R&O.Relaied Equipment

The replacement rate for scientific instrumentation/
used in academic research and development has not kept
pace with the rate of equipment obsolescence, as
reported in various wont publications on the higher
edUcation sector.S While no "hard" data exist to
demonstrate. the effect of this lack of up-to-date
equipment, spokesman for universities and colleges have
expressed concern about their ability to supply science
departments with the progressively -sophisticated ap-
paratus required for modern research because of
tightened federal funding policies. Federal policymakers
share a concern that the growing obsolescence of R&D
equipment may not only affect the quality of research
performed, but may also handkap the training of S/E

'I or rnianip4. Ileum L It.Sorith and Joseph I KarloAr. rhe Slate 01 Aradunir
Stienc* Mt UN...runes in th* Nimon't Reso*rth Wort IN.,* York: Chime'
MatazIne Pros. 1977)

*1)

graduate students. The successful employment of these
future scientists and engineers in research positions in all
sectors of the economy is dependent in pat upon their
experience and familiarity with the latest scientific gear.
Recendy; Federal agencies and researchershave propos-
ed several solutions to this problem, including better
coordination among principal investigators on research
grants to expand sharing of equipment. NSF has adopted
more flexible requirements for institutional cost-sharing
of equipment and is promoting the cooperative use of
research equipment by providing $3 million in 1978 for
regional instrumentation centers.,

The Detailed Statistical Tables (NSF 78-311) containing
more extensive tabulations of FY 1977 data was published
in August 1978 and can be obtained from the Division of
Science Resources Studies, National Science Foundation,
Washington, D.C. 20550. For information on the
availability of data tapes, please call Moshman Associates,
Inc., at 301-229-3000,

.1y


